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RME-1052

AIRBORNE RECONNAISSANCE
IN

SOUTHWESTERN ARKANSAS

ABSTRACT

Airborne and ground reconnaissance for uranium was carried out in
southwestern Arkansas by geologists of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
and the U. S. Geological Survey. Several areas near Magnet Cove, which
contain abnormally radioactive rocks known prior to this survey, were
examined and five anomalies, previously unknown, were discovered. The
ground crew made isorad maps of two radiometric anomalies at Wilson's
Potash Sulphur Springs.

Slight radioactivity was detected in five bauxite pits near Bauxite
and at Granite Mountain, both south of Little Rock. No abnormal radio-
activity was found in the Sevier County lead and zinc district, the Pike
County mercury mines, nor accompanying the asphalt pellets in Pike,
Howard, and Sevier Counties.

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Method

Reconnaissance for uranium in central and southwestern Arkansas was
carried out as a joint project of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and
the U. S. Geological Survey during March and May 195h. The project was
planned as an investigation of several areas of known abnormal radio-
activity, and as a search for others, by airborne and ground radiometric
reconnaissance. In a light plane equipped with a scintillometer Clarence
W. Fickle served as pilot and Archie L. Nash as observer. Roger C. Malan
of the Denver Exploration Branch of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
and Ernest P. Beroni of the U. S. Geological Survey, comprised the ground
team which investigated radiometric anomalies, made scintillometer
traverses by auto, and constructed isorad maps.

Location

.The areas covered are outlined on figure 1 and shown in more detail
on Plate 1. Most of the time allotted to the project was spent on the
Wilson Springs intrusive in southeastern Garland County, and on the Magnet
Cove igneous complex in northern Hot Springs County.

Accessibility and Transportation

Ready access to all areas of anomalous radioactivity except one, is by
all-weather secondary roads.
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A branch line of the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad
follows an east-west route adjacent to the Potash Sulphur Springs in-
trusive and about 2 miles south of the Magnet Cove igneous complex.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad, which runs northward through Hot Springs,
is about 5 miles and 11 miles, respectively, from these two areas.

U. S. Highway 270 bisects the Magnet Cove intrusive in an east-west
direction and lies immediately south of the Potash Sulphur Springs
intrusive.

Acknowledgments

The writers wish to acknowledge the assistance of E. P. Beroni of
the U. S. Geological Survey in carrying out the field work for this
report, and the aid of the following persons: Ralph Erickson and Lawrence
Blade of the U. S. Geological Survey; C. E. Wilson of Hot Springs,
Arkansas; and Joe Kimzey of Malvern, Arkansas.

GENERAL rEOLOGY

Most of the rocks exposed in the Hot Springs district are of sedi-
mentary origin. These sedimentary rocks range in age from Ordovician
through Carboniferous and are comprised of shale, slate, chert, limestone,
sandstone, novaculite, and conglomerate which together attain a thickness
of approximately 8,500 feet.

The asphaltic deposits of Pike, Howard, and Sevier Counties are in
the Trinity formation, of lower Cretaceous age, which includes gravel,
sand, clay, gypsum, and a little limestone.

Two small areas in the Hot Springs district are underlain by syenitic
igneous rocks; numerous dikes and sills of this approximate composition
were injected into the sedimentary series late in lower Cretaceous, or
early in upper Cretaceous time.

In the Bauxite and Granite Mountain areas northeast of the Hot Springs
district, two intrusives of nepheline syenite are overlapped by the Wilcox
formation of Eocene age comprised of sandstone, clay, lignite, and quartzite.

The Ouachita Mountains are complexly folded; most of the structural
axes trend slightly north of east, as do the ridges which approximately
express the underlying structure. Close folding is typical throughout the
Ouachitas, but there are a few open folds. Although faults are not common,
there are several normal and thrust faults.
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The rocks in the area, especially the novaculite that fgrms ridges,
are folded into compound anticlines and synclines, and, in a few places,
these have been thrust-faulted. Overturned folds are common, and there
are a few fan-folds. The deformation of the Ouachita Mountains reached
a climax in Pennsylvarian or post-Pennsylvanian time.

Altitudes range from 300 to 900 feet in the Hot Springs area, which
is within the Ouachita Mountains (P1. 2). The ridges of the mountains are
underlain by sandstone and novaculite, and the lowlands are underlain by
limestone and shale.

URANIUM INVESTIGATIONS

Airborne Reconnaissance

The airborne radiometric reconnaissance in central and southwestern.
Arkansas was made by a crew of the Technical Services Branch of the Grand
Junction Operations Office upon recommendation from the Denver Exploration
Branch. The airborne traverse followed a grid pattern, with flight. lines
spaced approximately 200 feet apart and 50 to 100 feet abve the ground.
Flights were controlled with the aid of topographic maps by the U. S.
Geological Survey on a scale of 1:125,000. Flying time for the project
was h7 hours and 50 minutes.

Reconnaissance involved six areas (see P1. 1), and the completeness
of coverage of each varied with estimated favorability for uranium deposits.

Flying at the Wilson Potash Sulpiur Springs intrusive was restriced to
flights over known radiometric anomalies and adjacent favorable areas for
the purpose of ascertaining the magnitude of radioactivity registered by the
airborne scintillation equipment. Previous ground reconnaissance had been
completed by geologists of the Atomic Energy Commission and the U. S.
Geological Survey. No radiometric anomalies were discovered, 'but a basic
dike near Jones Mill in sec. 2h, T. 3 S., R. 18 W. has slight abnormal
radioactivity.

Most of the flying time was spent on the outcrop of igneous rocks near
Magnet Cove where several radiometric anomalies had been reported by H. B.
Foxhall, in the rutile pits and from one body of hydrothermal (?) calcite.
Five anomalous areas, previously unknown, were discovered by airborne
reconnaissance in the Magnet Cove igneous complex (see Pl. 2). Slight
anomalous radioactivity was detected within the igneous rocks near Bauxite
and at Granite Mountain which is south of Little Rock. No significant
radioactivity was discovered during ground investigations in these two areas.
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The surface around the mercury mines in Pike County was tested by
airborne radiometric methods, but many of the mines at lower altitudes
are covered by Lake Gresson, and no anomalous radioactivity was detected.
Reconnaissance flights were also made over the asphalt deposits that
extend from Pike County into Howard and Sevier Counties, but no anomalies
were discovered.

The lead-zinc deposits in Sevier County were examined, but all were
radiometrically negative.

Ground Reconnaissance

Airborne Anomalies

On June 15, 1954, the Grand Junction Operation Office issued a map
showing the locations of five anomalies discovered by airborne reconnais-
sance at Magnet Cove. The anomalous areas are 200 feet, or less, in
diameter, and their radioactivity ranged from 3 to 9 times background
count. Ground investigation proved that at two localities the radio-
activity comes from veins of weathered feldspar bearing rutile. The
other anomalies are underlain by soil that includes scattered blocks of
altered novaculite and vein calcite.

Following is a description of those anomalies that are shown on
Plate 2:

Anomaly No. 1: sec. 17, T.3 S., R. 17 W. The anomalous area
measures 200 by 100 feet and is on a soil-mantled hill underlain by
jacupirangite, an alkalic pyroxenite, near the northeastern contact
between a syenite intrusive and the Arkansas novaculite. The average
radiometric reading over the extent of the anomaly is 0.09 MR/hr (3
times background), An isolated outcrop in a gully reveals a vein of
weathered feldspar bearing rutile. This vein is about 10 inches wide,
and, at one point along its strike, counts of 10 MR/hr were registered.
One sample of the vein minerals contained 0.20 percent equivalent U08
and 0.002 percent chemical U308. This zone of high readings is limited
to a portion of the vein that is 1-foot square; elsewhere along the strike,
radioactivity is equivalent .only to the average within the area of anomalous
radioactivity. No uranium minerals were recognized.

Anomaly No. 2: sec. 17, T. 3 S., R. 17 W. (See P1.2). The anomalous
area, which measures 150 by 100 feet, is on a soil-covered spur that extends
into the valley of Cove Creek 0.33 miles west of a prominent ridge of
novaculite. The anomaly lies within the syenite intrusive and near its
northeastern contact with the Arkansas novaculite. A maximum count of 0.21
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MR/hr (9 times background) was recorded at the center of the anomaly.
The radioactivity within this anomalous area is more uniform than that
at anomaly No. 1. A sample from a weathered feldspar-rutile vein was
taken beneath a 1-foot cover of soil; it assayed 0.019 percent equivalent
U 08 and 0.001 percent chemical U308 . It is believed that the spur is
u derlain principally by jacupirangite, and that the association of radio-
activity with the veins is similar to the relationship at anomaly No. 1
in that one or more of the' vein minerals is radioactive; however, no
uranium minerals were identified.

Anomaly No. 3: sec. 17, T. 3 S., R. 17 W. (See P1. 2). The area
of anomalous radioactivity which is 40 feet in diameter, is within the
syenite intrusive and near its northeastern contact with the Arkansas
novaculite. Most of the rocks are covered by soil, but a few boulders,
apparently in place, appear to be of weathered calcite. The radio-
activity, both of the soil and the rock, is uniform (0.1 MR/hr, h times
background). One sample contained 0.012 percent equivalent U308 and
0.001 percent chemical U308 . No uranium mineral was megascopically
visible.

Anomaly No. 4: sec. 21, T. 3 S., R. 17 W.. is about 0.25 mile
north of Magnet (See Pl. 2). The area of abnormal radioactivity is on
the southern slope of a soil-covered hill and is 200 by 50 feet in
extent. Counts of 0.1 MR/hr were registered above the'soil and at
isolated outcrops of altered novaculite profusely iron-stained and very
resistant to weathering. There is no apparent variation in the rock
within or around the anomaly. A sample assayed 0.026 percent equivalent
U308 and 0.001 percent chemical U308. No uranium mineral was recognized.

Anomaly No. 5: sec. 19, T. 3 S., R. 17 W., (See P1. 2). Anomalous
radioactivity was detected on a low soil-mantled hill 2 miles west of
Magnet and 200 yards south of U. S., Highway 270. The areal extent of this
anomaly is 225 by 125 feet. The average radiometric count.is 0.0h5 MR/hr,
and a maximum reading of 0.15 MR/hr was obtained over approximately one-
tenth of the area of the anomaly. Residual soil and fragments of rock
contain a variety of minerals that include perovskite, rutile, magnetite,
and apatite. It is believed that these minerals have weathered out from
a mass of hydrothermal calcite. One sample assayed 0.011 percent equiv-
alent U.0 and 0.001 percent chemical U.0 . No positive association of
radioactivity with any specific mineraldwis established.

Wilson Potash Sulphur Springs: Three areas of anomalous radioactivity,
known prior to this investigation, are the contact zone between the Arkansas
novaculite and the syenite intrusive at Wilson Potash Sulphur Springs,
about 5 miles east of Hot Springs in secs, 17 and 19, T. 3 S., R. 18 W.
(see Pl. 2). This body of syenite, roughly circular, has a diameter of
approximately 3/4 mile. This stock, which is predominantly of nepheline
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syenite, cuts Arkansas novaculite on the northern, western, and eastern
quadrants of the intrusive, and Stanley shale and Hot Springs sandstone
on the south.

Previous investigation on these prospects was in 1950-51 under an
Atomic Energy Commission research contract with the Institute of Science
and Research of the University of Arkansas. This work consisted of
isoradiation and geologic mapping of the contact zone of the intrusive
(Arndt and Stroud, 1952). After trenches had been cut 100 to 300 feet
southeast of the center of anomaly No. 6 (see Pl. 2) by Mr. C. E. Wilson,
owner of the property, mapping and sampling of the trenches were completed
by Messrs R. H. Arndt and R. B. Stroud of the Department of Geology of
the University of Arkansas. Thirty samples collected from the trenches
showed an equivalent U308 content of 0.008 to 0.13 percent, and a uranium
content of 0.006 to 0.15 percent chemically.

A reconnaissance of the radioactivity of the waters in Hot Springs
and Garland Counties, Arkansas was completed by Messrs Arndt and Strpud
in 1952. Additional sampling was done by E. P. Beroni of the U. S.
Geological Survey in 1953. Field work for this report included isorad
mapping and geochemical sampling in the Potash Sulphur Springs area.
During March of 1954, the authors and Mr. Beroni completed geological
reconnaissance of the Magnet Cove area in preparation for airborne
reconnaissance that followed. The results from geochemical studies
will be published by the U. S. Geological Survey.

There are three areas of anomalous radioactivity near the Wilson
Potash Sulphur Springs (see P1. 2). Anomaly No. 6, which is about 500
feet long and 200 feet wide, is in the vicinity of the bulldozer trenches
and is underlain by hydrothermally altered weathered igneous rock.
Distribution of the radioactivity within this anomalous area is shown on
Plate 3.

Anomaly No. 7, in the south-central portion of the intrusive, is an
area 700 feet long and 250 feet wide, on the crest of a low hill near
the contact between the Stanley shale formation and nepheline syenite in
a field under cultivation at the time of examination. This area is
underlain by hydrothermally altered, and highly weathered igneous and
sedimentary rocks similar to those at anomaly No. 6 which is in the
vicinity of bulldozer trenches. Surface radioactivity ranges from 0.04
MR/hr at the periphery of anomaly No. 7, to 0.083 MR/hr at its center
(see P1. 4). At a central point in the anomaly a 10-inch cover of soil
was removed to reveal gray, gritty, poorly consolidated rock that
registered 1.0 MR/hr. A sample of this rock contained 0.17 percent
equivalent U 0 and 0.22 percent chemical U308.

A lens of similar decomposed rock, 18 inches long and 4 inches wide,
was found near a shallow bulldozer trench outside of the anomaly and about
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500 feet north of its center. This lens gave a reading of 1.3 MR/hr,
and contained 0.38 percent equivalent U3 08 and 0.17 percent chemical
U308; pyrochlore has been identified by x-ray, at the U. S. Geological
Survey laboratory in Denver as the uranium-bearing mineral. Surface
radioactivity, outward from this lens, diminishes rapidly to normal
background. Two shallow trenches were bulldozed as a part of the in-
vestigations made by the University of Arkansas. Seven channel samples
from these trenches, assayed from 0.07 to 0.38 percent equivalent U08
and from 0.006 to 0.47 percent chemical U300. The greater length op
these trenches lies outside of the area oT anomalous radioactivity.

Anomaly No. 8, in the northern portion of the intrusive near its
contact with the Arkansas novaculite, is on the southern slope of a
soil-mantled hill. This area of anomalous radioactivity is approxi-
mately 700 feet long and 200 feet wide. Average radioactivity is lower
than at anomalies No. 6 and 7, with readings up to 0.08 MR/hr. Because
of dense vegetation and limited time, investigation of this area was not
completed.

Magnet Cove: Several anomalies were known in the Magnet Cove area
before the reconnaissance upon which this report is based was made. One
anomaly is in open pits from which rutile was mined (see P1. 2); a maximum
count of 0.18 MR/hr (5 times background) was registered in a small area.
Counts up to 0.05 MR/hr were obtained over a fairly broad area, but the
radioactivity is not uniform. Rutile-bearing veins, and masses of
hydrothermal vein-type feldspar and carbonates cut a pyritic calcic
phonolite that is greatly altered and weathered at most outcrops. In
general, the radioactivity is greater above the veins than it is above
the phonolite. No positive association of radioactivity with the host
rock, the vein material, nor their component minerals was established.

Ten samples collected at these open pits by H. B. Foxhall, were
submitted to the New York Office of the Atomic Energy Commission in 199.
These assayed 0.002 to 0.05 percent equivalent U308. Chemical assays of
the four with the highest radioactivity showed them to contain from 0.006
to 0.011 percent chemical U308. Spectrographic analyses show that thorium
is present and probably causes the inequilibrium in these samples.

Another anomaly, at which the bedrock is a siliceous tufa overlain by
a residual soil high in apatite, is slightly radioactive (3 times background)
within an area 100 to 200 feet. Six samples from these prospects were
analyzed for equivalent uranium at the New York Office in 199. The average
was 0.032 percent equivalent U3 0, and the analyses ranged from 0.00 to
0.07h percent equivalent U 08 . No uranium mineral is visible, and no
association of radioactivity with any mineral was established.
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A third anomaly is in a mass of hydrothermal (?) calcite that
contains apatite, perovskite, monticellite, vesuvianite, molybdenite,
and magnetite. (Identifications by the authors with the assistance of
Ralph Erickson, E. P. Beroni, and Lawrence Blade of the U. S. Geological
Survey). At this prospect, which is in an abandoned quarry, the calcite
rock is not abnormally radioactive, but, on the northern wall of the
quarry, the overlying layer of residual soil that contains apatite is in
part radioactive. Counts of 0.1 MR/hr were obtained, but the extent of
radiometric readings of this magnitude is small.

Other Areas: The airborne reconnaissance was extended over several
other areas, as shown on Plate 1.

Several weak anomalies were discovered in the bauxite pits. A
preliminary ground check indicated that the radioactivity is not suf-
ficiently strong to be significant.

In Sevier County, the lead and zinc mines examined yeilded only
negative results.

In Pike County, the mercury mining district near Amity was flown, but
much of this area is now covered by Lake Gresson. No abnormal radioactivity
was discovered.

Radioactive asphalt pellets have been found in southwestern Arkansas
in the Trinity formation of lower Cretaceous age. Several reconnaissance
flights over Pike, Howard, and Sevier Counties failed to detect any pellet
concentrations.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIENDATIONS

Airborne radiometric surveying led to the discovery of five previously
unknown anomalies near Magnet Cove, but no significant radioactivity was
detected in the other areas flown. The amount of uranium in the samples
taken from the five anomalies discovered is far below ore grade.
Spectrographic analyses, and the disequilibrium of the samples, suggest
that much of the radioactivity is caused by thorium.

Two radioactive anomalies were outlined by isoradiation mapping in
the Wilson Potash Sulphur Springs intrusive. Anomaly No. 8, which is in
this intrusive, should receive further study. The results of geologic
mapping and geochemical studies of selected areas in the Malyern quadrangle,
which includes the Wilson Potash Sulphur Springs and Magnet Cove, will be
published by the U. S. Geological Survey,
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With the exception of the Wilson Springs area, the known radio-
metric anomalies in southwestern Arkansas do not warrant further study
by the Atomic Energy Commission at this time. The Wilson Springs de-.
posit is being developed by private individuals, and their work should
be closely studied. Core drilling by a private company is being studied
by geologists of the U. S. Geological Survey.
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PLATE - 2

INDEX MAP SHOWING ANOMALIES IN GARLAND AND HOT SPRINGS COUNTIES, ARKANSAS

Mapped, edited, and published by the Geological Survey
Control by USGS and USC&GS -
Topography from aerial photographs by multiplex methods,
and by plane-table surveys 1945-1947
Aerial photographs taken 1943 Field check 1947-1948

Polyconic projection. 1927 North American datum
10,000-foot grid based on Arkansas coordinate system,
south zone

Red tint indicates areas in which only
andmark buildings are shown
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R. M.E. 1052

EXPLANATION
* -Rock sample (Sarrol I;tc)

Darn
S119-027

o !5-028

First number or
Second number -

03---

letter -Grid point station
Radiometric reading in mr/hr
-Isorad line showing reading in mr/hr

Dashed in area of trenchng

S1 17- 021

o 116- 022

o a-.018 o b-.018 o c-.017

Sta. L

0112-.0?C

113-

2-

0!14 -.0I8

.020

- ' St-. H

0 EI- 02R
Stm E

3 3 3 0 4 0
o 9 - 02

o033.5-04

'l

o 66- 02

6 S- 4

67r0.

I

T bufory
C)

N

Terrace scorp bock of Wi V

83- .024o 84-.0240 I\WiIson
h,)use

71

O 82-.0 28 c 85-.033 o 92-.031

o 69-.032
S t . J - -

72-.0 /.---73 2.
69-.029o C 03- ,8

son house

70-.0260' o/0 1 0 9 1 -0801

.032 -

0 93-033

STo A

'Telephone P le

o 81-019 o86- 026 -- .9 3 -x_94 030

0 0-

099 03

o 2-.035

04

o e-.035

13- 06

34- 045I

6o 34 5 40 -. 039
- \,

- 7

'N

e3 .' " n0' 25

o 3
6

-. 060
- '

3650

.047 37-0609

/I '-'08---

S37.5-.06

3 38 -060 _ , .06-

---- 05-- -

o 3-.028 o4-.024 o5-.018

o f-.023 09-.018 oh-.018

I\ 1

0 30-.044 0 1-.022 o k -. 021 0

\-Limited zone of high radioactivity
0 29-03 o m- 019

0 2 8 -. 046

\-op- .09 BU
/ 7 7 27(Neor wet 1)-.O.i

_-'N / Well 26 (Edge Pit)-.018

,,7 / /..,

/' //
//

/
-7-- /,

/

7

8 o 6-.023 7-.020 98-.021

9-.020

02

A RE A

0 10-.019

o L-.016

OF .02C11-.020
* 02

o 12-.016

LL DOZ E R

o 13-.014

I

/ o25-.010
0 14-.014

o38.5--.032

o80-.022 o87- 02 090 024 o 95-.023 0o98-.026 o 39-.024

TRENCHES
0 24-.012

015-.013

.02

o 79- 018 o 88-01 6  
o89- 018 /

o 78-.016 o 77- 015 o 7 6-.018

\02

o 96-.021 o 97-.023 o 40-.022 '

o Sta. 12(U of A)

-'

o 75-.022 0 74-.024

.02
o 41-.018

o 21-.015

o 42 -. 014

Sta. C
Telephone Pole Sta.D

0 43-.015 o 44-.016 o 45-.014 0 46-.012 o 47-.014 o 4 8 -. 015 o49-.014

PLATE -3
ISORADIATION MAP IN THE VICINITY OF BULLDOZER TRENCHES,WILSON PROSPECT, GARLAND COUNTY, ARKANSAS.
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o 19-.012

By: R C. Malan
E. P Beroni
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R.M.E. 1052

75-.0346 73 C28

EXPLANATION
First Number- Grid point station

Second Number-Radiometric reading in mr/hr
Station Interval-50
x-- x xxK Fence

.05---- Isorad ine,showing reading in mr/hr

75-.033 72-- 032 9

7G-.032- 71- 030L

N

77- 030" 70-.029,

o126-.036 0 III-. 0 3 0 c l0-.028 - 94- 029

0 112- 037 c 109- 036

o 124-.033 o 113-.038 c 108- 041

o 123-.033 114-.035\

- 95- 028

36- 031

c 93 030

,92- 030

S9 -. 038

107- 043 c 9'-.03$7

o 115-.032 106-.040 0 98-.047 0 89-.045

0 99 041

0 117-.030 104-.039

0 88-.037

a 78- 027
69-.0?7

S79- 033
68- 030

o 80 - 048 c
67 -. 0 3 9

8 42
-04c

o 
8

> -
0 3 6 

C
65 033

ii To Le Croix Farm

148-.031

133-.034

o 132- 032

o X31- 029 136-

G 34 - 033

149-C71 F5- 033 1E6- 031 67- 030

, 47- 034 0 '50-.033 0 164- 028 01 83 031 o 182- 029

c 135- 037 0.146- 040

040 (o 45-051

o 30 033 o 137- 032 -144- 031

u 15:- 03c ' 63- 032 0 184-- 030 o 185- 038

168- 030 0 169- 028

I 1 - 031

0 170-.029 0171-.(-30 L72 -.031

180- 034 0 179-.032 0 178-.034 , 177- 031

0173-.028 0 174- 027

176-.030 o175 - .029

o 186-.030 0 187- 030 o 188- .031 o 189 -. 033 0 190-.029 0191-.031

m ted
197a-.90

0 52-.'41 0 162- 041

,154 -042

o 98a-.034 198-.030

zone of high radioactivity

o 191- 030 0 196-.028 0 195-.033 0 194-.028 0 193- 026 oi92-.028

6'- 034 o199- 038 c 200- 036 o201-.0 3 4
o 202-.029 o 203-.027 0 204-.030 o 205-.031 o206-.026

/

23- (c4 p 132- 029

c 128-.033 139- C30

- C 442-032

0 142 -. 030

04

27-.037 40-028_ 4 1-042 157-.036

I- v3 2-.
3- --- -. 4 -

31o -.0' 3 * -

b9 f1 ;, 2 - C34

56- 032 59-.040 0 217- 044 218-.040

158- 034

215- 033 o 214-.036 o 213-.038 o 212-.034 o 211- .034 o 210-.030 o 209-.027 0 208-.028 0 207-.028

S219- 038 o 220-.044 221-.040 0 222-.032 o 223-.033 0 224- 031 0 225-. 029

Limited zone of high radioactivity
14 -. 047 015- 028 0(6-. 032

0 19-.033 0 18-. 036 0 17-.029

45-.036 0 46-.034

0 49-.036

0 46a-.032

0 48-.033 o 47-.024

03 3-.048 4-.050 5-.046 6-.046 7-.051 8-244 9-049 10-036 11-.034 12-.03 13-.034* -' it - -+F c -x - \\ K/- - II -* ro- ,o7

- 30 '236 0 29- 03= 23- 053 0-- 26- 08 25-.048 0 
2 4

- 04 0 23-.038 . 0 22-.037 0'21-.037 0 20 -. 034

----. 08 7

-A. 1

0 32- 036 0 33 - 034 \ 34- 0 41

o 83-.030 0610-.040
64-.031

0 100-038 o 87-.037 84-.031
63-.032

. 118-.031 0 102-.034 0 101-.032 0 86-031 o 85-.034
62-.033

0 61-.036

o 35- 041 36O0.43-3

r 58-034

7- 044 0 38-~038 o 39-.037 40-.036

. , 57-.038 r 56-.037

0 41-031 o 42- 033 0 43-.034 44 -.035

o 60- 034 0 53-.031

0

0 55- 033 0 54-.031 0 53-.032 0 52-.032 0 51-.034 0 50-.034

Large open field

IQ Large lone hickory tree

To U. S. Highway 270
By: R.C. Malan

E. P Beroni

PLATE- 4
ISORADIATION MAP OUTLINING ANOMALOUS RADIOACTIVITY IN THE SOUTH CENTRAL PORTION OF THE INTRUSIVE,

WILSON PROSPECT, GARLAND COUNTY, ARKANSAS
50 0 50'
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